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ABSTRACT 
The fishery of the ribbonfishes and population of the species Trichiurus lepturur Linnaeus were studied from 
the all-India datacollected during 197 1-89. The last five years were the most productive with an annual average 
catch of 79 220 tonnes. contributing 4.5% of the total fish catch and exhibiting an increase of about 48% over 
the 1970-81 period. This increase in the landings was attributed to the increased exploitation by trawl nets in 
states IikeGujmt and Maharashtra. Trawl net contributed about 50% of the total catch. About 75% of the catch 
came from the west coast and the rest from the enst coast. In the west coast the peak fishing season was in the 
fourth quarter except in Kerala where it was in the third quatter. In the east coast also, peak season was in the 
fourth quarter in the northern states and in the third quarter in the southern states. The total instantaneous 
mortality (Z) rates were estimated as 3.15 and 3.71 for the east and west coasts respectively by length converted 
catch curve method. By Jones' cohort analysis they were estimated at 3.32 for the east and 3.77 for 'he west 
coasts. 
Ribbonfishes form an important group 
among the marine fish resources of India with 
their annual contribution to the marine fish 
catch amounting to 79 220 tonnes, forming 
4.5% of the total catch. It is exploited in all the 
maritime states with the bulk coming from 
Gujarat, Maharashtra, Kerala and Tamil Nadu. 
Till recently the fishery was confined to the 
coastal belt and was in the hands of traditional 
fishermen using artisanal gears operated from 
both motorized andnon-motorizedcrafts. But 
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this resource is now mainly exploited from the 
deeper areas by trawlers. 
Ribbonfishes are represented in the seas 
around India by eight well recognized species 
(James et al. 1986). One of these, Trichiurus 
lepturus, appears to be the only dominant 
species occurring all along the west and east 
coasts of India. Hence an attempt was made to 
assess its stock position and level of exploita- 
tion. v 
Much work has been done on the biology 
of this species from Indian waters (Prabhu 
1950,1955; Vijayaraghavan 195 1; Nair 1952; 
Basheeruddin and Nayar 1962; James 1967; 
Rao 1967; Thampi et al .  1968; George et al. 
1968; Narasimham 1970, 1972, 1978; Pillai 
1974; James and Baragi 1980 and James etal. 
1983), and has also been reviewed by James 
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